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Start 40,835  6:40 am
chain - level chill, up and with his off-cam tabs until the
- insignia on collar
- install 7 sleeves
and camera set pass.

Monty drinks
w/ undershot aim
of an a/c hit. 00 hit
fire.

Os mod. De hand. W/ an hand, 00 in maniac.
Terry Southern. Last 100 pm of Candy.
    Farma Semains
    Up, will give
    me.

giving on carpet
with 00 attached

exploded 7: Reactions

Came, day.
    Mrs. Wilson

he began talking w/ it
    she just as "put it in drain")
    recorded it
STRANGERS

Nizoral shampoo
Eucerin skin lotion

human me (sec)

broken summer

No I will recognize us your
own pink eyes? Pink
is color of sweet,
is it?

He has to gain a
say by - pink shampoo
maybe - Pink is
color of sweet, is it?
You seem to be in a mood. This isn't much + I can do in two calendar days to bring you out of it.

sculpted as young Pharaoh

castments

from our pink eyes

June 14 - 3

[signature]
a woman u see ed
make love to 6
children from Suny
8 she wd come back
for t.

He said he had been unassisted
sunshine ed make a person
more; but who he to go;
reason seemed to him to
be answers of a Solace.

He had been in mental
surgery 7 yrs since
college (Harvard) (mixins)
He left Berlin, on a day or 2...
But not after that,
red to red (camal)
afternoon of each then

17" Weber Grill
for all eternity

'Diamond Grill
- Fred Waugh
@ sensel blacktie

specific gravity
(average)
We'll go up to New Haven tomorrow (Mon 1/31).

Korean article?

I have a heartless for them but no sympathy.

capable of crying tragedy in模様 Tears

His hands busied on air, Gumber, 1926.
M living w/ his changed voice
- S changes / old sheets.
- M to S: "You want tragic, too."

- each of his count, moons
- his forearm, fingered
- his skin... character is
courage even over
regaining interest
as if a maple tap
had been driven
into her heart

replace all, use caps,
to check WAS etc.

if you show
rather

I caught on like a horse

bad enough to chew-
marbles to sand

crushing up

½ comma
5:05 early eve
- Shanghai Garden

Babel & B slam

Frankly needed w- RCA

street chamber

She & I eat her dinner

71/4 cent of me & dad's money.
Settling on 10 1/2.

mad Y magical
Wes's face can't help but only laugh red in antipath in its sandbag case. (in what smells like antipath)

Scrap of writing in my head chs 12 places to go.

Come @ 2pm from alt any direct coin in phone number whole, not out 1. 8...
morally booming

'delirium 7

dreams

who saw'

'sick under the bath,
You bet, he said slowly,

but in Ya that we eat,
he hadn't had a good
cure all summer.'

hean Chalipin sneez
What am I?

Any skin can nee'g itchy back.

Next time we hear thunder, it won't be thunder. Be. Rollin' in my mother.

call Long

cat me up like Joe.

Ain't much I can't do

somewhere

- perversions
circadian rhythms

crystal clarity

He tried to joke

I needed something

as if he was only

who

Being in front of
people - trying to do what they want.
Monty quietly wore (or wore) mean (hungry) after Hal. Sat night—lost in a while.

Hal had played hell w/ him den that ‘year. Y been what wasn’t then was... chameleon on rock—wth
his color cd fade into other

like a refuge rock
with a chamois to cd
set his skin farther
color
Trivial/stuck to one another

Seems to me

key (musical)

handsome world
dim this face of a

walking version of a

haunted home
Stock & Chains
Front walk
card table
Toaster
coat closet
Salad by 2:30
Watering System
Guns
No room Styx
Cain
Yes
Stolten/Pecorino

\[ g + z \]

beauty basin

'Memory Artist'

performed rapid surveillance on room

Pat Humphries, Swing Yo. Omen S. of S. in wake of that that another drew up.
Why's up erode o' that
- topped his temple
- too. Caressed says
- thing too.

observ'd as a man.

Norm
Cable
Windsaps

overshoes?

across pond.

in solitaire of wild women
Mon - 11

Emu main place

Cattle cutters are sent to drop a snowflake. Exactly a lot have dropped.

Caged eagles

Mountain air

A little chilly but it happens to last 7 families
Lead-painted

Pat Vassie: Brancusi
- Frances Perkins in labor
- Ben Laun

Toffee

Pecorino

Ital. dialogues in War solo scenes

JS
Jun 13 - Jul 20
- Peer 7 warriors from 4 directions - 2 lead from each, after planted tree chosen, big medium bundhi raised in water

- Walter McCleintock, Bang warrior

- homaid root crops
May 25 Helena site front

Opie Stephens - Lewis County
Kittredge: Wm NM x co - Paul Russell of Conway
- 4 days & never had shoes off
- James Wright/Detroit

Jim Sr.: Black/4 sign language -
- crow - horse - woman
- wolf, Browning
- Belly R, 50 yrs ago: "Yung Man"
- routine Indian
- 6 'edges', can't line 7 'nicks'
- rogue drunk Tajos
- Earl Old Person
- *tree ceremony, OVER

'72-3: Welcome in Greece while we're in London
Monty: Harlem as guleads (use Last Chance)

Monty: jive

Avon: lin to Aus & Sue - with Y Cyp & Curn - Curn Sales

Susan: You don't want to be aware I reach 7 yr teeth.

Monty: Gunfighters
Eddie
Drain Wolfe
Ellie
Vivian Pace (Hay)
Lorley Fahey
Angel Murray
Jack Weisman, branches
MT Dep't 7 Livestock
-Darcy

Mark Bridges, exec dir.
-Martinsdale

Rob Wellman -
bought Carroll ranch
Maiden

sum goes on N of Mt. Helena - behind W corner 7-rod poles
- timber against stony X
clouds
- 1/2acs in Hooch (quaking) in late June
- sun going out of clouds, still on fire tower
- Garnet Gulch
- written

Monky must polish himself with care.
a pain to draw Yo

starved classic (blands)
diamo: breaking about
amid, from NE W of
B Sandal cooler
gray - thin haze

18,000 / 11,000,000
19c / 10

18,000
55
90,000
Eden Atwood — Cathrine's grandfa

Bear — biologist

B. Jr. in War Story?

Emily Marrmann
(406) 523-5251

eggplants were high on beer-
congregated
Tomatoes:
- Gold Nugget (2)
- Yellow Pear
- Early Girl
- Stacien
- Skymo

Oregano

1 lb. lede
hole shukt
hooker:
video
Two Meditators, all of
Ice diet / Wrong spots
on my tongue

1/65 - 3:30

Traffic 1. air: 4x birds, swallows, piliated

N. Century Medium
Q + C N Entry Medium

Trunk
horns 2

couplers? 2 Ys

Pipes
2 - 3' 1 1/2" - 2"
2 - 5' 2"

watering extension

charcoal

B low lessons

M's getting in'
was examined his oldest friend.

surmise

Carol Shields

Kurt Stanley Robinson - Yse of Salt "Rice"

Anything Goes - Madison Bell

Blue lessons

M's getting s'who.

Mountie stripe
A child came into him @
hearing Phil claiming a
woman, make a point by her
name on it.

automatically
slumped
for his +, enmeshed in
jiltings
right + him... all along
way.

Effects of Warren Wilson.
western boots, specially
made of walking hoes now
that he cd no longer ride, his
hat size...

kind of weather I walked
+ /cool yet, a had -
/June it - lo 1.
Damn you 4 yr 24 Phil,
I doubt damn you if you
2.
/numero

Justed

That's angrily /acidly, Phil
really it is.
7. Rut - what if you had all taken up P.7 forming - what he hunched over like this?

Not that she had to ask.

"This talk. O you x M.

I'll do what I think right. Surely it's my turn @ trail"
845 MDR

It's easy to sleep,
until you sleep
It'll bring you a dream
leave me with
a melody way beyond

Daydreaming 7 Moonbeams
from Brand Terrace

A not much 7 it do
the set of sky, except

Mind's eye (light)
attraction
S, don't mock us not. You know (our fine minds.)

It is desire we so strong
It made him gulp.

Wondered maybe if
We ed go it on come?

But did sum up
into

yer own spirited
Defence of 07 09 till
but anything.
worth  

ounce of shit  

except your own  

spontaneous 

expression of  

colors, à la bucking clothes  

\[
\frac{1}{8} 3 \cdot 0 4 
\]

3 things some 7 them  

beloved letter.  

\( \text{\$C 78} \text{\$7 28} \text{\$8} \)
wants to be
life is so strict (10/44)
that even against rules
we are given.
I've been

Pls, S, don't —

Solitude now, if that was
ward.

compared y pain of cust
'twill not harm me —

get as good as this
is on stage.

Still not my favorite.

Only her most of
up to head of his
eyes

compared y piece of curl

1st 2nd @ end
Not like you

used to: any too much fun,
- nover. + enjoyable pastime

At well has taken much
advise find around
mo and their | one.

doilt

37 $
stamina 7 sled dogs

Makes no nevermind

Outrage oscillated

p. 281, wing windows

3-cord moans
all of it, while life kept stretching over curve I still
I'm nothing b/w

trouble or nothing.

call where we've got
cor: "they give us"

earth is rich 7 him
up the in alleys 7 air

it became (god)
real quiet.
Tasco

Cheap 3-4" brushes
1/2" x 1.5" extension rod filler charcoal
2' x 3' never wire

If each other is so damn much what you need, two is 1 way it can deliver that.

Budding 284 - Bushrod and
290 - Theodore
Communion

It will be told as many ways as the

Fondness after long

tale.

It came to be in a start

Meditated... guessed

Shaded the

face in the

T 5-5 Sun M T
73 74 74 78 71
PM 97
S 92-90 (49w)
Saw 83
Empire of Sun
Lift Volar
Junio Bonner
'King of Marvin Gardens
King Hearts & 2 Corinthians
Alfie
'Sunlighthen
'My Father's Glory
Bonora Billy
11/12/13
Last Greens

4441 - 5 485

Annie
'May I Have Snow
'Getting of Wisdom
'At A Man
Level 4 - Mark's
4 Aug - Sarah r
Travis
11 a.m.

#115 -

\[ \frac{2}{3} \times 18 = \frac{2 \times 18}{3} = \frac{36}{3} = 12 \]
\[ 1 \div 2 = 0.5 \]
\[ 24 \div 2 = 12 \]
\[ 1 \div 2 = 0.5 \]
\[ \frac{11}{18} \]
\[ 6.4 \]